
From: Vadym Pozharskyi [v.pozharskyi.ukraine@
Sent: Tuesday, February 17, 2015 3:35:47 PM 
To: Hunter Biden 
CC: Devon Archer; Alex Kotlarsky 
Subject: Re: Re Mexico trip 
  
Any time today convinced for me. 
Thank you and look forward. 
Best  
V 
  
Отправлено с iPhone 
  
> Feb 17, 2015, в 12:51, Hunter Biden 
<hbiden@  написал(а): 
>  
> Let's all discuss today- Vadim when is a good time for a 
call? 
>  
> RHB 
>  
>  
>> On Feb 17, 2015, at 3:37 AM, Vadym Pozharskyi 
<v.pozharskyi.ukraine@  wrote: 
>>  
>> Dear Devon and colleagues, if Nikolay for reasons below will 
not be able to make it Mexico, do you really need ME there, or 
you could ( I am sure you perfectly could do that) conduct 
meetings on behalf of Burisma. The reason I am asking, is it 
worth for me going without Nikolay? 
>>  
>> Please advise 
>> V 
>>  
>> Отправлено с iPhone 
>>  
>>> Feb 16, 2015, в 17:52, Hunter Biden 
<hbiden@  написал(а): 
>>>  
>>> Me contact has said that he will take care of it--- BUT I 
have not gotten confirmation yet that he has done so with 100% 
certainty. If he cannot give me complete confidence that there 
will not be an issue I agree the risk is too great. I will let 
you know as soon as I hear. I am asking everyday for an update. 
>>>  
>>> RHB 



>>>  
>>>  
>>>> On Feb 16, 2015, at 10:26 AM, Devon Archer 
<darcher@  wrote: 
>>>>  
>>>> Vadim, 
>>>> Hunter is still trying to get confirms from our contacts 
there.  If we cannot absolutely clear safe passage perhaps you 
can just come.  We cannot postpone these high level meetings at 
this point.  It's a holiday today in the States so we'll know 
more tomorrow. 
>>>> Best, 
>>>>  
>>>> Devon Archer 
>>>>  
>>>>  
>>>>> On Feb 16, 2015, at 10:18 AM, Vadim Pozharskyi 
<v.pozharskyi.ukraine@  wrote: 
>>>>>  
>>>>> Dear colleagues,  
>>>>>  
>>>>> Hope, you are well.  
>>>>>  
>>>>> Just to let you know, our sources at the Mexican embassy 
confirmed to us that if a person has had certain unsettled 
issues re the American visa in the past, there's a strong 
probability that he or she might have problems at the Mexican 
border.  
>>>>>  
>>>>> With this in mind, I feel that we should consider the 
risks for Nikolay going there. 
>>>>>  
>>>>> Best,  
>>>>> Vadym 


